Warframe simaris guide

Warframe how to get a simaris target. Warframe how to find simaris targets. Warframe simaris target list.
The world of Warframe is full of colorful characters, both hostile and benign. Among the friendlier NPCs you’ll encounter, some will offer unique rewards for completing certain tasks. One of these NPCs is Cephalon Simaris, a knowledge-hungry AI who can grant you new weapons, mods, and Captura scenes… for a price. To get in Simaris’s good
graces, you’ll need to complete Synthesis tasks and gain standing with the sinister AI—and our Warframe Synthesis Guide will tell you how to do just that. How do I start completing Synthesis tasks? To start, you’ll need to complete The New Strange and Stolen Dreams quests before you can receive any Synthesis tasks. Once those are done, you can
head to any Tenno Relay and then Fast Travel to Cephalon Simaris’s Sanctuary. Walk over to the scary yellow eye thing hovering in the center of the room—that’s our guy Simaris—and speak with him to request a Synthesis target. Simaris will then tell you the target, how many scans of it he needs, and the reward you’ll receive upon completion. The
target is always a single enemy type—for example, a Corrupted Nullifier or an Arid Eviscerator—so plan your hunt accordingly. For example, if your target is a Grineer unit that only spawns on Mars, then, well… You know where you must go. If you aren’t sure where an enemy spawns, a quick internet search should provide the answers you seek. But
before you go charging after your target, make sure you purchase a set of Synthesis Scanners from Simaris and equip them in your Gear! A few Kinetic Siphon Traps won’t hurt either—we’ll explain why in a second. For more Warframe, check this out: Warframe Mining Guide for Your Tenno What should I do if I encounter a Synthesis target? Now
that you’re ready to hunt, head to any mission node where your Synthesis target might spawn. If the target is there, Simaris will tell you at the start of the mission. Now here’s the tricky part: you now must equip your Synthesis scanner and look around for blue and orange strands swirling in the air. The orange end of the strands points in the
direction of the target. Keep following the strands and scan intermittently to find the next cluster. Once the target is spotted through the Scanner, Simaris will alert the players and mark the target with a unique, beige-colored waypoint. Here’s where the real hunt begins: you and your squad must now scan four nodes on the target’s body in order to
synthesize it without killing it, a difficult proposition when your target is running, shooting, and generally flailing around. This is where those Kinetic Siphon Traps come in handy: deploy one from your Gear menu next to the target, and it will suspend them motionless in the air for a few seconds, giving you an opportunity to scan it. Once you’ve
scanned all four nodes, the target will disappear in a burst of shimmering pixels and you’ll be rewarded with several thousand Standing points for Cephalon Simaris. Depending on how many scans Simaris requested, you may have to repeat this process several times before you’re officially done. Hopefully, our Warframe Synthesis Guide has made that
less of a daunting proposition. Once you’ve scanned all the required targets, Simaris will tell you and invite you back to Sanctuary. Report there once again and you’ll receive your reward in full. Then you can talk to him again to receive your next Synthesis task—the next day, that is. Sorry, speed-runners, Simaris likes to take things slow. For more
Warframe, check this out: How to Play Warframe for Beginner’s How can I make Synthesis tasks easier? If the various little inconveniences of Synthesis are starting to get to you, there’s an easy fix: widgets. Widgets are extra features for your Synthesis Scanner, purchased with Standing from Cephalon Simaris. There are three you can choose from
that’ll make your scanning easier and they all cost 50,000 Standing apiece. The first is the Vector-Thread Widget, which allows you to scan targets 45% faster, useful if you have a particularly squirmy specimen. The second is the Cross-Matrix Widget, which gives you a 45% chance of scanning a specimen twice with each successful scan. And finally,
there’s the Sol-Battery Widget. This widget will make it, so your Synthesis Scanner has infinite charges, meaning you don’t have to buy more from Simaris every time you run out. There’s also a fourth widget, called the Data-Parse Widget, that reveals enemy weaknesses and resistances when you scan them, but that won’t help much with actual
Synthesis, so consider it a non-essential buy. You can apply all four of these Widgets to your Scanner at once, making your Synthesis hunting that much easier. What rewards can I get for completing Synthesis tasks? Now, you may be wondering: what’s so great about befriending Simaris that could merit all this hard work? Well, look at his Offerings
in his Sanctuary and you’ll find out. For one thing, Simaris offers a number of mods for Sentinels, weapons, and Warframes that grant them unique abilities, such as a mod that causes your Sentinel to drop Energy orbs, one that grants your Warframe extra armor whenever it picks up a health orb, and a mod that causes your arch-melee weapon to
scan slain enemies. Simaris also offers blueprints for the Simulor, Heliocor, and Orvius, unique and powerful weapons. You can also use his Standing to buy several miscellaneous goodies, such as Exilus Adaptors, which will unlock an extra mod slot on your Warframes, Captura scenes, and even the “Ludoplex,” an arcade machine you can install on
your Orbiter. To put it simply, whether you’re looking for mods, weapons, or mini-games, Synthesis pays off. Synthesizers Anonymous Synthesis can be a finicky process and it’s not one that the game ever explains clearly on its own. We hope our Warframe Synthesis Guide has shed light on this cryptic mechanic for you all you knowledge seekers out
there—and for you mod- and weapon-seekers as well. Good hunting and may all your targets be slow and scannable. For more Warframe, check this out: 3 Warframe Starter Frames for the Journey If you play through Warframe you will eventually find your way to a relay and meet Cephalon Simaris. Or you keep on grinding through the current
Nightwave Season and will read his name in a weekly quest.Or you read about the Sanctuary, some special weapons and mods. There are a lot of different ways newer players hear about Cephalon Simaris first. But the questions are always the same: ‘Who is this guy and how can I increase my standing with him?’The answer to the ‘Who?’ part is
pretty easy: Cephalon Simaris is a Cephalon construct found on every relay and therefor an A.I. – like Ordis or the syndicate leader Cephalon Suda.It basically is a neutral syndicate and as with every syndicate in the game you can gain a certain amount of daily standing. This standing can be used to buy a lot of different stuff. The ‘How?’ is a little bit
more complicated.So keep on reading this guide if you are looking for an efficient way on how to farm the standing – or if you simply want to understand the basics behind Cephalon Simaris.Cephalon Simaris Standing FarmFirst of all you need to understand that there is a daily limit on how much standing you can gather for the Cephalon Simaris
syndicate.As with all syndicates the formula is (Mastery Rank + 1) x 1.000 – so if you are at MR 15 you will be able to gather 16.000 standing points per day.To gather those standing points you need to perform Synthesis, which is very different from the way the first syndicates you encounter work: Instead of just equipping a Sigil, you do need to buy
Synthesis Scanners from the A.I. – they cost 5.000 Credits for 25x scanners and will allow you to get the standing points.The mechanics are very easy to understand: Equip the Synthesis Scanner in your gear wheel, head into a mission and use them on enemies.Every enemy scanned will yield a certain amount of standing points and you can basically
do this until you scanned every enemy in your mission or until you reached the daily standing cap.Especially if you have a lower Mastery Rank you can probably reach the daily standing in just one mission run.There is also the daily Synthesis task, which can be started after you’ve finished the quest lines ‘The New Strange’ and ‘Stolen Dreams’.Every
day Cephalon Simaris will assign a Synthesis target to you, which you need to scan between two and four times times. There is a great Steam guide which will tell you exactly where you can find the different targets.Keep in mind: While scanning the target will give you a lot of standing, this standing is also subtracted from the daily standing you can
gather. But the extra standing points you get from finishing the daily Synthesis quest (by talking to Cephalon Simaris after you’ve scanned the target as often as needed) are not.That means that even if you hit your daily standing cap, you still get the points.So what you want to do is scan the targets, then finish the daily standing farming and at the
end of that turn in the quest.Quick Way To Get StandingTheoretically you can reach the daily standing cap simply by going into the mission with the Synthesis target and scan everything.So for example, if you can find the target in an Exterminate or Capture mission, scan every mob (and don’t forget the Synthesis target) and just finish the mission.On
lower Mastery Ranks this should be enough standing points to reach the cap.Once you’ve reached a higher Mastery Rank it becomes harder (or rather ‘it takes more time’) to reach the daily standing cap – unless you bring an invisibility Warframe into the mission.As long as you are invisible (and therefor undetected) you will get three times the
amount of standing for a scan. We recommend using Ivara, pop a energy restore at the start of the mission and then stay invisible while scanning everything you can.The best mission type for that is Sabotage, because in Exterminate you do have to kill enemies, which can alert other enemies in range and in Capture missions enemies will also be
alerted once you’ve attacked the capture target.Use Synthesis Scanners to increase your standing with Cephalon Simaris.Hunt for the Synthesis target with your Synthesis Scanners.Scan the weak points of the Synthesis target to ‘capture’ it.The SimulacrumIf you are looking for a great way to test your weapons, Warframe abilities and ideas against
enemies without the need to jump right into a mission, the Simulacrum is the way to go. It is basically an artificial room to test out everything.You can spawn up to 20 non-boss enemies (as long as you have completed the Codex research on them) and even scale their level based on your current Mastery Rank (30 + 5x MR).Depending on your setting
the enemies with either attack you right away or just stand around and ignore you completely. This is very beneficial if you just want to see how your current weapon build will do against level 120+ enemies.To gain access to the Simulacrum you first need to buy the Simulacrum Access Key for 50.000 standing points from Cephalon Simaris.Then you
can simply use the console (left side of the entrance) and teleport into it.Don’t forget that you can’t gain standing or Affinity in the Simulacrum and you also won’t get resource or mod drops.Master Rank Test TrialsAnother great benefit of visiting Cephalon Simaris are the practice runs you can do for Master Rank tests.On the right side of the
entrance you can find all the trials for all the Master Rank tests you already have done (so you can simply repeat them) as well as the next upcoming test.This will not influence your progress and you can basically train for the next test without getting a penalty.You also need to equip a weapon in each of your three weapon slots, otherwise you can’t
try out the tests.However, if players can’t currently reach the highest possible Mastery Rank, Digital Extremes won’t include the next test in the system, even though you can active the console for it.So for example: If people can’t get higher than MR 27, they will be able to active the trial for MR 28 – but then will be redirected to the MR 27
test.Cephalon Simaris OfferingsLet’s quickly talk about the offerings Cephalon Simaris is currently showing: The Simulacrum Access Key is one of the best rewards to invest in early on.There are also unique mods for your sentinels, Archwing or Warframe and depending on your build ideas you might want to buy some of these (or eventually all of
them).If you are out of Platinum and you really need to get an Exilus Adapter, you can buy the blueprint from here for 50.000 standing points, but if you do have enough Platinum, buying these is usually best.Simulor and Heliocor are okay-ish weapons and if you have standing points to spare, buying the Loduplex and all the games for it will give you a
few (or more than a few) hours to play games in Warframe.You can also re-buy most of the blueprints you get from quests – so if you sell your Chroma or Limbo by accident you can buy the blueprints from here.Personally we do recommend investing in the four Widgets to make your life easier for future Synthesis scans.ConclusionCephalon Simaris
brings a lot of great additions to the game:Simulacrum is the best place to test out new weapon builds and a sterile environment.Master Rank Test Trails are a great way to get a good feeling for your next MR rank-up.And there are a lot of great offerings you can trade for your Cephalon Simaris standing.Yes, farming the standing can be annoying and
time consuming, but you don’t have to get everything as fast as possible.Just get the few things you really need or want to have and ignore the rest until a later date. Don’t forget that there is a lot of other stuff to do in the game, so switching it up is always a good way to keep you from getting bored, annoyed or frustrated.If you want to add some
information to this guide or if you simply have questions or an idea to share, go ahead and leave us a comment!
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